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Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is an atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based technique to map magnetic

domains in a sample. MFM is widely used to characterize magnetic recordingmedia, magnetic domain walls

in materials, nanoparticles and more recently iron deposits in biological samples. However, conventional

MFM requires multiple scans of the samples, suffers from various artifacts and is limited in its capability

for multimodal imaging or imaging in a fluid environment. We propose a new modality, namely indirect

magnetic force microscopy (ID-MFM), a technique that employs an ultrathin barrier between the probe

and the sample. Using fluorescently conjugated superparamagnetic nanoparticles, we demonstrate how

ID-MFM can be achieved using commercially available silicon nitride windows, MFM probes and AFM

equipment. The MFM signals obtained using ID-MFM were comparable to those obtained using

conventional MFM. Further, samples prepared for ID-MFM were compatible with multi-modal imaging

via fluorescence and transmission electron microscopy. Thus ID-MFM can serve as a high-throughput,

multi-modal microscopy technique which can be especially attractive for detecting magnetism in

nanoparticles and biological samples.
Introduction

Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is a scanning probe
microscopy-based technique which enables spatial mapping of
magnetic domains on a sample surface.1 Although MFM was
initially limited to characterization of solid-state devices, recent
years have witnessed a growing use ofMFM to study various kinds
of magnetic nanoparticles in vitro and iron deposits in biological
samples. MFM has been utilized to characterize a variety of
magnetic nanoparticles2–4 and decipher between magnetic and
non-magnetic nanoparticles.5 For superparamagnetic nano-
particles, MFM has been especially useful to evaluate magnetic
moment,6,7 magnetic anisotropy,8 magnetization curves9 and the
effect of aggregation10,11 in particles. Applications of MFM have
also extended to evaluate biological samples12 such as ferritin
proteins,13,14 cells labeled with magnetic particles,15 andmagnetic
(iron) deposits in bacteria16,17 and in mammalian tissues.18,19

In its most conventional format, the MFM technique
employs a magnetically coated probe to scan a sample in the
non-contact or dynamic mode of scanning probe microscopy.
This method involves tracking the sample topography in which
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the probe directly touches the sample. Several interleaved scans
at various li heights “z” above the topographic height are then
obtained to detect the long-range magnetic forces present
between the MFM probe and magnetic domains on the sample
(Fig. 1a). In the case of superparamagnetic particles, the MFM
probe is used to both induce as well as detect magnetic
moments in the particles. Since in conventional MFM, the
probe directly touches the sample to obtain its topography and
thereby ascertain li height, we hereby use the term ‘direct-
MFM’ or D-MFM to describe this conventional mode of MFM.

D-MFM can be performed on most commercially available
atomic force microscopes (AFMs) and is capable of high spatial
resolution as well as sensitivity to detect nanoscale magnetic
domains even with weak magnetic moments. However, D-MFM
has three major limitations that curtail its efficacy and versa-
tility for analysis of magnetic signals from nanoparticles and
biological samples. These include: (1) direct contact with the
sample can damage or contaminate the probe especially when
used for loosely adhered nanoparticles or sticky materials such as
biological samples. (2) The probe-sample interaction not only is
composed of magnetic forces but can also include a contribution
from sample topography, van der Waal interactions and electro-
static forces. As a result, multiple scans at increasing li-heights
or other strategies need to applied,20,21 thus making the D-MFM
technique a time consuming and low-throughput approach.
Finally (3) D-MFM is typically limited to imaging in ambient air
and not easily amenable to a liquid environment,22 as immersing
the MFM cantilever-probe can signicantly dampen the Q-factor
of the cantilever, thus decreasing its force sensitivity.

We propose here a novel method which we call ‘indirect
magnetic force microscopy’ (ID-MFM) (Fig. 1b) which builds
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 1 Schematic of: (a) conventional or direct magnetic force
microscopy (D-MFM). In D-MFM the sample (e.g. superparamagnetic
iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs)) topography is tracked by an MFM
probe and several scans are acquired at varying lift heights (z). (b) In
Indirect MFM (ID-MFM) an ultrathin silicon nitride window of thickness
(t) separates the sample and the probe. The MFM signal is obtained by
directly scanning the side A of the window.
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on the strengths of D-MFM but is geared to overcome its
drawbacks. In ID-MFM an ultrathin silicon-nitride window is
used to create a physical barrier between the sample and the
probe. The window prevents direct contact between the
sample and the probe thus protecting against probe contam-
ination. Furthermore, the window eliminates the short-range
probe-sample interactions present in D-MFM while enabling
long-range magnetic interactions to be detected, thus elimi-
nating the need for multiple scans. In principle, ID-MFM can
be performed with the sample in a liquid environment and
with the probe in air making it an attractive modality for MFM
in uids. Finally, ID-MFM is amenable to multi-modal
imaging and like D-MFM can be performed on most
commercial AFM systems.

In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of ID-MFM to
detect magnetic signals from uorescently conjugated super-
paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) immobilized on
silicon nitride windows. Quantitative analysis of D-MFM and ID-
MFM signals enabled a comparison between the two modalities.
Measurements using non-magnetic AFM probes were performed
in direct and indirect modes to ascertain the specicity of
magnetic signal. The multi-modal capability of ID-MFM was
evaluated by examining the samples using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and uorescence microscopy.
Experimental
Chemical reagents

Iron acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3 99%), 1,2-tetradecanediol
(technical grade, 90%), oleic acid (technical grade, 90%),
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
oleylamine (technical grade, 70%), benzyl ether (98%), and 1,10-
dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate
(DiI) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1,2-Distearoyl-sngly-
cero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-
2000] (ammonium salt) (DSPE-PEG2000) were purchased from
Avanti Polar Lipids. All chemicals were used as received.

Synthesis of iron oxide superparamagnetic nanoparticles
(SPIONs)

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) of
�15 nm in diameter were synthesized by thermal-
decomposition of Fe(acac)3 in a mixture of 1,2-tetradecane-
diol, oleic acid, oleylamine and benzyl ether according to
a published protocol.23 As-synthesized nanocrystals were
dispersed in toluene. To generate water-dispersible SPIONs
conjugated to a uorescent moiety, the nanocrystals were
coated with DSPE-PEG2000 via a dual-solvent exchange
method.24 Coated SPIONs were mixed with DiI at a ratio of 50 : 1
(Fe : DiI, w/w). Unbound DiI was removed by
ultracentrifugation.

SQUID magnetometry

Magnetic properties of SPIONs were measured using a super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID, MPMS,
Quantum Design) in a eld of �0.5 to 0.5 T at room tempera-
ture. Magnetization curves were obtained for uncoated and
DSPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONs by dispersing them in hexa-
triacontane or gypsum respectively, to reduce inter-particle
interactions. Aer the measurements, the iron content of the
samples was measured using a ferrozine assay.23 All measure-
ments were corrected for the background signal from thematrix
and normalized by the iron content of the samples.

Magnetic force microscopy

For D-MFM, an aliquot of the SPIONs was dispersed on freshly
cleaved mica, blotted and air dried. The mica substrate was
adhered to a stainless-steel stub andmounted in the base of a JV
scanner. Images were acquired in tapping mode by using
a Multimode AFM equipped with a Nanoscope III a controller
(Bruker). A scan speed of 2 Hz was used with 512 lines per scan
direction. Magnetically coated high-moment MFM probes
(ASYMFMHM, Asylum Research) were used to scan the samples.
Topographic (height) and phase images were acquired at
various li heights using the interleave scan mode as previously
described.6,25 As a control, samples were also imaged at various
li heights using a non-magnetic AFM probe (D-AFM) (NSC15,
Mikromasch).

For ID-MFM, SPIONs were immobilized on side B (Fig. 1b) of
commercially available silicon-nitride TEM windows of thickness
10 nm (SiMPore, Inc. SN100-A10Q33B), 20 nm (SiMPore Inc.
SN100-A20Q05) or 50 nm (Silson Ltd. 11802114; DuraSiN DTF-
05523). For this purpose, the silicon nitride windows were held
via their silicon frame and suspended in air by using reverse-
action self-closing tweezers so that neither side A nor side B
was in contact with any surface. An aliquot (2 mL) of aqueous
suspension of SPIONs was pipetted onto the window area on side
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355 | 2349
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B and allowed to air dry overnight in ambient air. The silicon
nitride windows were then adhered to a stainless-steel stub by
using a double-sided scotch tape, with side B facing down
towards the stub and side A exposed for scanning. The stubs were
mounted onto the base of a JV scanner of the Multimode AFM. A
reected light module mounted over the AFM head enabled
positioning of the probe on the silicon nitride window. Height
and phase images were obtained by scanning the side A of the
membrane using the tapping mode as described for D-MFM. All
images for ID-MFM were acquired by using a MFM probe in the
main mode (at zero li height with no interleaved scanning). As
a control, images were also acquired using a non-magnetic AFM
probe in the indirect mode i.e. ID-AFM. At least n ¼ 3 samples
were tested per window thickness.

Quantitative analysis was performed to evaluate the signal
strength from regions emanating MFM phase signal in both D-
MFM and ID-MFM by using the section analysis feature of the
Nanoscope soware. In D-MFM, li heights (z) of 10, 20 and 50 nm
were utilized for comparison to the corresponding window thick-
nesses (t) in ID-MFM experiments. ID-AFM and ID-MFM
measurements were also conducted on n ¼ 3 nascent
membranes to evaluate the level of noise in height and phase
signals across two random points (separated �1 mm apart) in the
Fig. 2 (a) SQUIDmagnetometry of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanopa
Magnetization curves were acquired by dispersing uncoated SPIONs in h
Measurements were taken at room temperature from �0.5 to 0.5 T. (
PEG2000 coated SPIONs immobilized on side B. (c) TEM image of silicon
shaped regions (several microns in size) consisting of dense clusters of S

2350 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355
corresponding images. At least n ¼ 10 measurements were made
to ascertain the average noise values. Student's two-tailed unpaired
t-test was used to ascertain statistically signicant differences
across the samples. A p-value < 0.05 was considered signicant.
Multimodal microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy and bright eld TEM were performed
on the very same silicon nitride TEM windows (prepared as
described above) before and aer subjecting them to ID-MFM
analysis, respectively. Fluorescence microscopy was performed
using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope equipped with appro-
priate lter cubes and a Hamamatsu camera. Bright eld TEM
imaging was performed using a JOEL JEM 1400 TEM (JOEL USA,
Peabody, MA) operating at 80 kV and imaged using a Veleta
digital camera (EMSIS). FIJI ImageJ was used to measure the
width (diameter) of the SPIONs in TEM images.
Results
Characterization of SPIONs

The uorescently-conjugated SPIONs used in this study were
characterized using SQUID magnetometry, uorescence
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As
rticles (SPIONs) with and without DSPE-PEG2000 coating as indicated.
exatriacontane (wax) and DSPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONs in gypsum.
b) Fluorescence microscopy of a silicon nitride window with DSPE-
nitride windowwith DSPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONS on side B. Irregular
PIONs as well as smaller clusters (as shown in (d)) were observed.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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shown by SQUID magnetometry measurements in Fig. 2a, the
SPIONs had a negligible remnant magnetization at room
temperature, characteristic of their superparamagnetic
behavior. As-synthesized uncoated SPIONs had a saturation
magnetization of 98 emu g�1 Fe, which is close to the saturation
magnetization of bulk magnetite (127 emu g�1). The DSPE-PEG
2000 coated SPIONs displayed a similar superparamagnetic
behavior with a saturation magnetization of 86 emu g�1.

Fluorescence microscopy was performed prior to ID-MFM
analysis to conrm the presence of SPIONs immobilized on
side B of silicon nitride windows. As shown in Fig. 2b, the
uorescence signal from aggregates of DSPE-PEG2000 SPIONs
could be easily detected using uorescence microscopy. Empty
(nascent) windows showed no uorescence signal (data not
shown). Bright eld TEM was used to determine the size of
SPIONs and their surface coverage on the very same silicon
nitride windows aer ID-MFM analysis. As shown in Fig. 2c and
Fig. 3 ID-AFM and ID-MFM on 10 nm thick silicon nitride windows with D
phase images were acquired on side A using (a) an AFM probe and (b) anM
profile is indicated on height and phase images in (a) and (b). Bottom row
regions imaged using ID-MFM. Additional regions imaged using ID-AFM

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
d, SPIONs were dispersed on the silicon nitride windows in
varying degrees of aggregation ranging from densely packed
regions several microns in size to smaller clusters and mono-
dispersed particles. The regions with dense clusters of SPIONs
were irregular in size and shape and heterogeneous in particle
density. Particle size measurements from TEM images indi-
cated that SPIONs were fairly uniform in size with an average
diameter of 16.0 � 1.9 nm.

Magnetic force microscopy

To establish the feasibility of ID-MFM, height and phase images
were acquired on side A of the silicon nitride windows with
SPIONs immobilized on side B by using magnetic (MFM) as well
as non-magnetic (AFM) probes. Fig. 3 shows how the AFM and
the MFM probe, when used in indirect mode on windows t ¼
10 nm in thickness, detected regions which exhibited a topo-
graphical height. These regions were several microns in size
SPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONs immobilized on side B. Topography and
FM probe. Vertical distance between two points obtained using section
in (b) shows height and corresponding phase image of two additional
are shown in Fig. S1.†

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355 | 2351
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and had irregular morphology, very similar to that observed for
aggregates of SPIONs in our TEM images. The average topo-
graphic height of these regions for ID-MFM and ID-AFM were
3.8� 0.97 nm and 2.4� 0.61 nm with no statistically signicant
differences between them. The topographical height thus
measured was signicantly less than the size of single SPION
and likely resulted due to a minor deformation of the window.
Thus, our results reveal that although some topographical
artifacts were observed in ID-MFM and ID-AFM modes at t ¼
10 nm, they did not correspond to the true topography of the
sample, which is expected as the sample was shielded by
a silicon nitride window.

Analysis of phase signals in ID-MFM experiments revealed
a distinct negative phase shi (above the noise level) which
corresponded to the irregular shaped regions observed in
height images. Such a phase shiwas observed only when using
an MFM probe and a negligible or undetectable signal (below
Fig. 4 ID-AFM and ID-MFMon 20 nm thick silicon nitride windows with D
phase images were acquired on side A using (a) an AFM probe and (b) anM
profile is indicated on height and phase images in (a) and (b). Bottom row
regions imaged using ID-MFM. Additional regions imaged using ID-AFM

2352 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355
noise level) was obtained in the ID-AFM mode (Fig. 3 and S1†).
When the window thickness was increased to t ¼ 20 nm, almost
no topographical height could be detected from the SPION
samples in ID-AFM or ID-MFM mode (Fig. 4). However, irregu-
larly shaped regions similar to that observed at t ¼ 10 nm
exhibited a negative phase shi in ID-MFM at t¼ 20 nm with no
signal in the ID-AFM mode (Fig. S1†). Increasing the window
thickness to t ¼ 50 nm resulted in a loss of both the topo-
graphical height as well as phase shi signals from all samples
in both ID-AFM and ID-MFM modes (Fig. S2†). Thus, our
analysis indicated that ID-MFM could detect negative phase
shis from regions with clusters of SPIONs through t ¼ 10 and
20 nm windows. We did not observe a distinguishable phase
shi which could be correlated to the size of mono-disperse
SPIONs in ID-MFM at any window thickness.

To compare our ID-MFM measurements with the conven-
tional D-MFM, we performed D-MFM on SPIONs immobilized
SPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONs immobilized on side B. Topography and
FM probe. Vertical distance between two points obtained using section
in (b) shows height and corresponding phase image of two additional
are shown in Fig. S1.†

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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on a mica surface at various li-heights (z). As shown in Fig. 5,
irregular regions with aggregates of SPIONs could be easily
identied in topographical height images with both AFM and
MFM probes. These regions in D-AFM and D-MFM images
exhibited a height prole of 20.8� 2.63 nm and 18.0� 1.30 nm,
respectively. This was signicantly higher than that observed in
our ID-MFM experiments (p < 0.05). When scanned at various
li heights above the sample, only D-MFM yielded a clearly
detectable negative phase shi for z$ 10 nm to over 50 nm with
minimal signal in the D-AFM mode.

Qualitative analysis of height and phase images enabled us
to compare signals in D-MFM and ID-MFMmodes. As shown in
Fig. 5 D-MFM images of clusters of DSPE-PEG2000 coated SPIONs
immobilized on a mica surface using an AFM and MFM probe as
indicated. First row represents the height image and subsequent rows
represent phase images of the same region acquired at increasing lift
heights (z) as indicated.

Fig. 6 (a) Comparison of topographic heights obtained in direct and
indirect MFM and AFMmodes from clusters of DSPE-PEG2000 coated
SPIONs immobilized on a mica surface (for D-AFM/MFM) and 10 nm
thick silicon nitride windows (for ID-AFM/MFM). (b) Comparison of
phase signal between ID-MFM and D-MFM at equivalent lift heights (z)
and window thickness (t) of 10 and 20 nm. The noise line is estimated
by random measurements from images of nascent windows.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Fig. 6a, the topographic height of aggregates of SPIONs was
signicantly higher in D-MFM and D-AFM as compared to ID-
MFM and ID-AFM modes. Interestingly the phase signal
revealed no signicant difference (p > 0.05) across D-MFM and
ID-MFM when compared at similar z or t values (Fig. 6b). As
expected, both the D-MFM and ID-MFM showed a decrease in
the magnitude of phase signal as the probe sample distance (z)
or the membrane thickness (t) was increased from 10 to 20 nm.
At z ¼ 50 nm, D-MFM phase signal was further reduced to 1.65
� 0.44�. However, at t ¼ 50 nm ID-MFM failed to detect
a topographic height corresponding to aggregates of SPIONs
and the measured phase signals from randomly selected
regions could not be distinguished above the noise level.
Discussion

We demonstrate here the feasibility of a novel ID-MFM tech-
nique to detect SPIONs through a silicon nitride window. While
multiple scans at various li-heights were obtained in D-MFM
mode, only a single scan was needed in ID-MFM mode
without the need to li the probe from the window surface. A
negative phase shi could be detected for aggregates of SPIONs
in both D-MFM and ID-MFM mode. This is expected, as in our
experiments the MFM probe was used to both induce and detect
magnetic moments in the SPIONs, which results in an attractive
magnetic force between the probe and the SPIONs. The
magnitude of the MFM signal was not signicantly affected by
the presence of the silicon-nitride window as both the D-MFM
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355 | 2353
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and ID-MFM exhibited similar phase shis at similar probe-
sample separations of 10 or 20 nm. Our observation that
silicon nitride window does not dampen the MFM signal is
consistent with other reports where silicon nitride coatings
have been utilized to protect magnetic memory devices,26

without affecting their magnetic read/write capabilities. In
addition, magnetic micro-particles have been successfully
manipulated through a silicon nitride window via an MFM
probe.27

It should be noted that spatial resolution and sensitivity of
MFM is governed not only by the size of the magnetic domain(s)
but also their magnetic moment. Our results show that we could
primarily detect aggregates of SPIONs in ID-MFM mode. This is
explicable as aggregation of SPIONs has been demonstrated to
increase their overall magnetization and the MFM signal due to
enhancedmagnetic dipole interactions.4,10,28While we could not
detect mono-dispersed SPIONs using ID-MFM in this study, it is
possible that particles with a higher magnetic moment (e.g.
ferromagnetic particles) may be detectable using ID-MFM at the
single particle level. Another factor which could inuence the
sensitivity of ID-MFM would be the surface roughness of the
silicon nitride window which contributes to the noise level in
height and phase images. As shown in our studies, although D-
MFM detected a weak signal at probe-sample separation of
50 nm, no distinct signal could be detected using ID-MFM on
a 50 nm thick window as the weak signal was below the noise
level of ID-MFM. Use of windows with a smoother topography
and minimized surface roughness may help enhance the
sensitivity of ID-MFM. Nevertheless, MFM studies of aggregates
of SPIONs holds relevance for several applications.4,10,11,28

Further, in biological samples, naturally present ferritin (iron)
deposits are aggregated in lysosomal structures,18 in a manner
similar to SPIONs aggregates.

We also elucidate how ID-MFM is amenable to multi-modal
microscopy as the silicon nitride windows utilized in ID-MFM
are transparent to light and electron optics.29 By using DSPE-
PEG2000 coated SPIONs, we could detect aggregates of
SPIONs using wide-eld uorescence microscopy. Further, the
very same windows could be imaged using TEM. These multi-
modal approaches enabled us to conrm the accumulation of
SPIONs on the silicon nitride TEM grids. The size, shape, and
heterogeneity in the density of regions comprised of SPIONs
aggregates in TEM images matched that of the regions exhib-
iting ID-MFM signal. Recent years have witnessed a rise in
multi-functional magnetic nanoparticles for various applica-
tions.30 Such particles could benet by characterization and
detection using the multimodal ID-MFM.

In our experience, the ID-MFM technique presented its own
issues, particularly with sample preparation. Due to ultrathin
nature of window required for ID-MFM, the silicon nitride
windows were susceptible to rupture during handling. Further,
although we did not expect any topographic signal in ID-MFM,
a small topographic feature was observed when the window
thickness was 10 nm, indicating that the window can deform
due to sample immobilization. The TEM windows utilized in
this study are designed to mount the sample on side A, i.e. the
exposed surface of the silicon nitride window. For ID-MFM we
2354 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2348–2355
had to disperse the sample on side B through a 200 to 500 mm
deep well onto a tiny window (typically less than 1.0 � 1.0 mm),
which limited our ability to blot or wash off the excess sample
and ensure a uniform coating of the SPIONs. Further work on
custom-designed windows of optimized geometries and/or use
of other materials for ultrathin windows31 may be advantageous
for ID-MFM.

Conclusions

We demonstrate here ID-MFM as a novel modality for high-
throughput multimodal detection of magnetic domains which
can be implemented using commercially available AFM equip-
ment and probes. ID-MFM could be especially advantageous for
biomedical applications to enable magnetic mapping of iron
deposits in cells and tissue sections, without contaminating the
probe. In recent years, electron microscopy32 as well as MFM
studies on samples maintained in a liquid environment have
been gathering attention. In this regard, MFM in uids has
been achieved using D-MFM, but the resulting images suffer
from artifacts,33 require custom modications in the mode of
operation,34 equipment accessories.22 ID-MFM may offer an
easier and more versatile approach to keep samples in a uid
environment. Further advances in the design of microuidic
platforms as well as MFM probes35,36 would be required to
enhance the capabilities of ID-MFM.
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